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NEW to the sales market!
This two-bedroom property is located in a popular area of Nelson,
situated on Napier Street. The property benefits from being
surrounded by family homes, close to local amenities, approximately 7
minute (0.4 miles) walk to the Nelson interchange and the Nelson
town centre.
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LOCATION

This two-bedroom terraced property is located on Napier Street, in the Nelson area. It is a short walk away from Chapelhouse Road Pharmacy, close to local amenities,
and nearby to local schools and educational facilities. It is approximately 7 minute (0.4 miles) walk from the Nelson interchange and town center.  This property is in a
popular area of Nelson.

DESCRIPTION

Ground floor

Reception room - L 4.12m x W 3.82m 

In the reception room, there are Alaska white gloss floor tiles with a large open space, with a featured wall being used with New Rhode Island Light grey Natural Wall,
and grey painted walls following with a black outline of paint around the edges, which brings an outstanding effect. It also has a large window to bring in the natural
lighting and has spots lights on the ceiling.

Kitchen - L 4.08m x W 3.65m 

In the fitted kitchen, there is again Alaska white gloss floor tiles, grey gloss kitchen cupboards, Emerald pearl granite worktops, mirrored rectangular fitted tiles, a four-
piece electric hob, a built-in oven, an extractor hood with a grey gloss splashback, spotlights, a featured wall being used with Enzo grey porcelain wall tiles and an
under stairs storage cupboard.  

Rear yard – Measurements to follow

In the rear yard, it has a good size space with a triple shed. The rear yard is accessed through the kitchen's rear door.

First Floor

Landing – 

On the landing, there are grey fitted carpets, a featured wall being used with New Rhode Island Light grey Natural Wall, a black painted outline around the doors,
skirting boards, and the banister ledge.

Bedroom one – L 4.14m x W 3.83m

In bedroom one, there are grey-fitted carpets with grey-painted walls and black-painted outlines around the window, skirting boards, and the bedroom door. The
bedroom provides a large open space.



Bedroom two – L 3.08m x W 2.72m 

Bedroom two again has grey fitted carpets with grey painted walls followed by a black painted outline. The bedroom also provides a good size space that would be
ideal for a child.

Bathroom – L 2.43m x W 1.58m

In the bathroom, there are Gio dark grey matt stone floor tiles, Ultimate Grey Polished Marble effect Porcelain with LED spotlights fitted inside at the bottom half of the
bath panel and marble pvc cladding at the top half of the bath panel. The bathroom also benefits from large marble effect wall tiles, a towel radiator, a large squared
shower head, and a modern sink.

The property also benefits from double-glazed windows, gas central heating, and a front driveway and it has been recently renovated to a very high standard which will
provide a lot of interest for buyers or investors. This would be an excellent investment opportunity or would be ideal for a family.

If you would like to arrange a viewing then please do not hesitate to contact our office for further information.
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